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Set Collection, Grid Movement &
Time Track Game Mechanics

The Ballet Board Game
In On Pointe players advance as a professional dancer would,
from learning the basic ballet moves, mastering rehearsals, 
performing on stage, competing to become Prima Ballerina and 
accepting their bouquet at curtain call.

A competitive game with light strategy and set collection and       
a race down the board, avoiding obstacles and outmanoeuvring 
your opponents, but being first to collect your bouquet doesn’t 
necessarily mean that you’ll win - it’s all about the points that 
you collect along the way.

Experience the life of a ballet dancer, from the Barre to a Star!
Know your positions, use the right moves: collect gems; trea-
sures; and the tiara.  A game that will keep you on your toes.

“On Pointe is without doubt, family-friendly and easy to 
learn … and there’s still a challenge here, if that’s how you 

want to play it.”  Brittany Maia, Board Game Coffee Preview

“As a father of 2 girls who are both competitive 
dancers, I can say that On Pointe is fun, engaging and 

allows the imagination to run wild.” James Staley,       
Game Designer of Tanks But No Thanks

“If you’re looking for that perfect gift for the child in your 
life or someone … that is a ballet enthusiast, I would 

highly recommend this.  The art direction and graphic 
design is really ‘On Pointe’ and the quality of the game is 

great as well”  Jenn, ‘Board Game Librarian'

"I love the narrative of struggling to be the best with the 
game becoming gradually harder towards the end, while 

also dealing with rivals who out-position you or block 
your options.”  CGDA Judge, FallCon 2019

”On Pointe IS on pointe with a cute and unique theme, it 
lends itself to being a … casual game.”  Chris Chung,      

Game Designer of Lanterns and Spell Smashers
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